
CER Assembly Invitation: Warsaw,
March 4-5th, 2023

The Warsaw AA English Speaking Group
would like to invite you to

Poland  for the Continental European
Region’s Assembly on March 4th and

5th 2023.

The proposed schedule will be the following:

Friday (optional):

18:00 fellowship with local AAs (for details contact Magda)
20:30-21:30 English speaking meeting (Radna 14 st.)

Saturday:
10:30-17:00 Assembly part 1
18:00-19:00 English speaking meeting
(location to be confirmed)
20:00 dinner

Sunday:
9:00-13:00 Assembly part 2

For those who are not leaving
immediately after the assembly ends:

13:30-14:30 English speaking meeting (Sienna 45/1)
15:00 fellowship (coffee and lunch with Warsaw fellowship, details to be announced
during the meeting or contact Magda)

Venue:

Gromada Hotel (https://www.gromada.pl/hotel-warszawa-centrum) - right in the
heart of the city (less than a 10 minute walk to the palace of Science and Culture, 20
min walk to the Central Railway Station!

Warsaw AA’s meeting list and addresses:

https://www.aawarsaw.org/

https://www.gromada.pl/hotel-warszawa-centrum
https://www.aawarsaw.org/


Accommodation:
Gromada Hotel

Booking link:
https://booking.profitroom.com/en/hotelgromadadomchlopa/details/offer/396268?code=CERAS
SEMBLYWARSAWMARCH2023&no-cache=¤cy=PLN

If you wish to stay in the same hotel where the assembly takes place - please book
as soon as possible, the rooms sell out fast. All rooms have breakfast included in the
price.

Airports:

Modlin Airport (50 min away from the city centre by long-distance bus/train),
Ryanair flies there (https://en.modlinairport.pl/) . The buses stop near the Palace of
Science and Culture, the train stops at Warszawa Gdańska station and then you
need to take the metro and ride 2 stops. Final stop - “Świętokrzyska”

Chopin Airport (25 min away from the city centre by public transport)
(https://www.lotnisko-chopina.pl/)
Best way to get to the Gromada Hotel is by 175 bus, it goes every 10 minutes in the
rush hours and every 15 minutes at other times.
You should get off at the  “Krucza” stop and then walk for about 6 min..

Train Station:
The train station that is the nearest to the venue is the Central Railway Station.

Moving around:

Warsaw has one of the best developed public
transport systems in Europe  so we strongly
encourage you to use that form of moving around.

A single ticket valid for 75 minutes is 1€
3-day ticket valid for 72 hours is  7,5 €

All tickets are valid on ALL forms of transportation
(buses, metro, trams) and you transfer as many times you want.

You can buy tickets either from the vending machines ON the bus/tram, from the
vending machines at the bus/tram stops.

https://booking.profitroom.com/en/hotelgromadadomchlopa/details/offer/396268?code=CERASSEMBLYWARSAWMARCH2023&no-cache=&currency=PLN
https://booking.profitroom.com/en/hotelgromadadomchlopa/details/offer/396268?code=CERASSEMBLYWARSAWMARCH2023&no-cache=&currency=PLN
https://en.modlinairport.pl/
https://www.lotnisko-chopina.pl/



